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ARLON&CO Product Name: 4t Tray MinimizerPro Â· Description:. Note that the tray minimizer allows you to preview ONLY the selected. ARLON&CO Tray - Minimizer allows to.Researchers at North Carolina State University have developed an innovative concept for reducing the
amount of energy required to move buildings and other heavy objects. Tracks in a narrow, underground channel form a vacuum around the object, which allows it to glide along without the need for wheels or other movement mechanisms. The concept could be used for moving
things like tables and cars through underground tunnels on a high-speed mass transit line like the Hyperloop, an idea also being developed by Elon Musk, the founder of Tesla Motors and SpaceX. While the Hyperloop has yet to be realized, Musk has said it would be a pipe-free
system, with the passengers moving through a vacuum-sealed tube above ground. The new concept would instead move the object along rails, and could make it possible to make long underground tunnels for mass transit with less environmental impact than current methods,

researchers said. For the study, published April 23 in the Journal of the Royal Society Interface, the researchers built a test platform with wheels that moved up an incline. Two tabletop rails slid on the platform to guide the object, which was supported by legs. An
electromagnetic system raised the tabletop rails from the ground to avoid friction on the incline, while a cylindrical container on the bottom of the system collected fluid and created the vacuum around the table. The tabletop rails could be made of rubber or some other

material without significant friction, the researchers said. "Not only could you use this to move an object like a table or laptop computer, it could also be used for moving heavy things underground, like tanks or construction equipment," said lead researcher Kevin Kitaura, a
doctoral student in NC State's Biomedical Engineering Department. Moving heavy things Last year, a team of researchers led by Luis Carlos Scheel of the University of Florida said they built a similar system that could move a heavy object with less than one horsepower of
power. As the tabletop rails moved on the incline, the object rolled along, remaining steady while the tabletop rails slid up the incline. The object did not require wheels or mechanisms to move, and the tabletop rails remained in contact with the object. "What's interesting

about our system is that the tabletop rails follow the
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